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Since 1980 HIPOMAK is the leading Turkish 
manufacturer of vertical packaging 
machines and different types of packing 
units such as: 

combinational multi-head weighers, linear 
weighers, auger filling units, volumetric 
dozing units, food processing machines, 
vertical and Z type bucket elevators, various 
conveyors and special projects. 

Since its inception, HIPOMAK follow and 
apply new technologies and it has been 
pioneer in the initiation and development of 
many innovations.





Sonoma CH250 
/ CH350 Series

Orion 
IM250/IM350 

Series

Twin IMT 250 
Series

Quattro IMQ250 
/ IMQ350

Vertical Packaging Machines



SONOMA CH250/CH350 SERIES
The new Sonoma Series are modular high performance 

continuous motion vertical form fill and seal machines for 

traditional and fragile products. 

Continuous motion is a generic term that is used for various 

different motion technologies in the packaging industry and 

carries the meaning of mechanism that constantly moving without 

pausing. It is tested at the speed of 200 mechanical cycles per 

minute. 

The novelty of the continuous sealing system is that enables 

100% hermetic seals to be obtained at high speeds and reduces 

the possible negative effects of the impact of the product falling 

against closed sealing jaws, or the seal itself, that can occur on 

standard intermittent machines. 

It is preferred not only for its speed but for preventing product 

breaking also.



Intermittent motion is a traditional and most used technology in 

the market today. Because of the simplicity, versatility and

advanced packaging capabilities of the intermittent motion, it is 

the preferred option in many applications. 

Orion Series machines by using Servo-Motion Technology reach

the maximum speed that intermittent motion technology could

achieve. 

The modular design of Orion Series results in its capability to

produce different bag styles and different types all on one

machine.

The Orion Series are modular high performance, intermittent

motion vertical form, fill, and seal machines for traditional and

fragile products applications. 

Studied to offer a unique solution for a large range of bag shapes; 

thanks to the modular design, it can be upgraded at any time with

accessories and devices to respond to the ever changing

ORION IM250/IM350 SERIES



Intermittent motion is a traditional and most used

technology in the market today. Because of the simplicity, 

versatility and advanced packaging capabilities of the

intermittent motion, it is the preferred option in many

applications. 

IMT-250 Twinseries machines by using Servo-Motion 

Technology reaches the maximum speed that intermitted

motion technology could achieve. 

The modular design of TWO-IN-ONE IMT-250 

TwinMachine resulted in Ease of operation,Minimal

maintenance,Quick changeover and setup, reduced

operating cost, require one personnel, twice the

production in same space as a single tube machine and

the most attractive benefit is Ability of packing two

different weighs at the same time.

TWIN IMT250 SERIES



Quattro Series areintermittent motion vertical 

form fill and seal machines for traditional and 

fragile products. 

This technology used to produces bags with a 

squire base and four sides sealed that 

characterized by being rigid, beautiful, without 

any creases, always in shape, perfect eye-

catching, and it is the ideal bag for products 

that need to increase their value and require 

marketing tactics. 

The advantage of this series is, at any time if it 

is required, other style of bags could be done 

without removing the four side sealing unit.

QUATTRO IMQ250/IMQ350 SERIES



FIllIng UnIts

Multi-head Combinational Weighers (MW) 

Linear Weighers (LW) 

Volumetric Dozers (VD) 

Screw (Auger) Filler (AF)



Modern and flexible design of the weighing units enables their
installation in different models so as to meet a wider range of
production requirements. 

Depending upon the product features, the weighing units use two 
rows of baskets

(excellent product treating and great flexibility) or three rows 
(compact lay-out and high production). 

It is suitable for expensive products that need precise weights 
and for easy broken products like nuts, candies, chips, pet food, 
pieced vegetable, pastries, frozen products, vegetable mixes and 
salads, grated cheese, some meat products.

MULTI-HEAD COMBINATIONAL WEIGHERS (MW)





It is Suitable for weighing of granule products 

(such as pulses, seed, and coffee bean), 

tiny granule products (such as sugar, salt, 

seed, rice, sesame),

and it is also suitable for non-food industry 

such as screws, bolts, plastic components, 

Chemical fertilizer, detergent, etc… 

It is good choice for, possibility of, using for 

manual dosing into premade packages.

LINEAR WEIGHERS (LW)





Continuous Motion Volumetric weigher consists of six

or eight telescopic cups controlled bay touch screen

and it is ideal for dosing fine granular products coffee

beans, pulses, rice, salt, etc. 

It can be adjusted manually or automatically, easy to

clean thoroughly. 

A number of options are available depending on 

specific requirements.

VOLUMETRIC DOZERS (VD)





Ideal for powder and similar fine products milled 

spices, milled coffee, cappuccino, dried cream, 

flour mixes, instant drinks…). 

A specific auger (worm screw) for each product, 

precisely doses the correct amount directly into 

the forming tube of the packaging machine. 

Filling volume can be adjusted easily through 

touch screen during operation. 

The system easily can be dismantled for 

cleaning. 

All components are made of stainless steel for 

good hygienic and durability

SCREW (AUGER) FILLER (AF)





CONVEYORS AND ACCESSORIES



ELEVATOR WITH MODULAR PROFILE BELT SCREW FEEDER WITH MIXER 



BAG EXIT CONVEYOR ROTARY TABLE



COLLAR – TUBE



SHAPE OF BAGS









In the field of packaging and packaging solutions.
To reach the highest customer satisfaction with 
service-oriented approach, offer high-tech 
machines with confidence to the market, to 
become a leading global brand in the market.

OUR VISION



Producing high quality products with top technology, and 

offering the best services,

In order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of a 

business, 

development and training for our team,

In the field of design and manufacture of machines, 

offering accurate, honest and reliable services.

OUR MISSION



contact

MERKEZ: 10022 SOKAK NO:10 A.O.S.B. ÇİĞLİ /İZMİR

FABRİKA : 10017 SOKAK NO: 2/1 ULUKENT SANAYİ BÖLGESİ MENEMEN /İZMİR

PHONE:  +90 232 376 71 14 (PBX)

FAX: +90 232 376 71 18

E-MAIL:  info@hipomak.com.tr



YOUR TIMES AND YOUR 
MONEY'S VALUE FOR OUR

THANK YOU…


